Endopyelotomy and pyeloplasty: face to face.
46 symptomatic adult patients with documented ureteropelvic junction obstruction were treated with pyeloplasty (n = 23) or endopyelotomy (n = 23). Basic characteristics in both the groups were comparable. The technical aspects, complications and outcome, in the form of improvement in function and drainage patterns, were compared in both the groups. Endopyelotomy enjoyed the significant advantages of a shorter operating time and hospital stay, and obviously better cosmetic acceptance. The major complications in the endopyelotomy groups were related to external drainage and secondary infection in the form of fever, secondary hemorrhage and slippage of tubes in 44, 9 and 13% of cases, respectively. Complications associated with pyeloplasty were prolonged urinary leak, wound infection and urinary tract infection in 12, 17 and 22% of cases, respectively. Using 99Tc-DTPA diuretic scan, an improvement of more than 10% in split renal function could not be documented for any case from either group. In none of the patients did the function deteriorate either. Of all evaluable cases, only 1 in the pyeloplasty group showed a persistent obstructive pattern. The rest all demonstrated adequate drainage across the ureteropelvic junction. Overall in 12 cases (8 pyeloplasty, 4 endopyelotomy) drainage could not be determined postoperatively due to poor radionuclide uptake. A nephrostogram and/or pressure flow study, however, demonstrated a nonobstructive pattern in all these patients. It is concluded that endopyelotomy scores over pyeloplasty with a shorter operating time and hospital stay. The complication rate and outcome following surgery, however, are comparable in both the groups. Using external drainage following endopyelotomy, early resumption of work, however, could not be obtained.